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We present a new rodent SPECT system (U-SPECT-II) that en-
ables molecular imaging of murine organs down to resolutions
of less than half a millimeter and high-resolution total-body imag-
ing. Methods: The U-SPECT-II is based on a triangular stationary
detector set-up, an XYZ stage that moves the animal during scan-
ning, and interchangeable cylindric collimators (each containing
75 pinhole apertures) for both mouse and rat imaging. A novel
graphical user interface incorporating preselection of the field
of view with the aid of optical images of the animal focuses the
pinholes to the area of interest, thereby maximizing sensitivity
for the task at hand. Images are obtained from list-mode data us-
ing statistical reconstruction that takes system blurring into ac-
count to increase resolution. Results: For 99mTc, resolutions
determined with capillary phantoms were smaller than 0.35 and
0.45 mm using the mouse collimator with 0.35- and 0.6-mm pin-
holes, respectively, and less than 0.8 mm using the rat collimator
with 1.0-mm pinholes. Peak geometric sensitivity is 0.07% and
0.18% for the mouse collimator with 0.35- and 0.6-mm pinholes,
respectively, and 0.09% for the rat collimator. Resolution with
111In, compared with that with 99mTc, was barely degraded, and
resolution with 125I was degraded by about 10%, with some ad-
ditional distortion. In vivo, kidney, tumor, and bone images illus-
trated that U-SPECT-II could be used for novel applications in
the study of dynamic biologic systems and radiopharmaceuticals
at the suborgan level. Conclusion: Images and movies obtained
with U-SPECT-II provide high-resolution radiomolecule visualiza-
tion in rodents. Discrimination of molecule concentrations be-
tween adjacent volumes of about 0.04 mL in mice and 0.5 mL in
rats with U-SPECT-II is readily possible.
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Biomedical research benefits from quantitative in vivo
techniques and the ability to perform longitudinal studies in
individual animals. Using radiolabeled molecules effec-

tively in rodent models requires dedicated SPECT and PET
instruments. For a more beneficial resolution–sensitivity
trade-off, most dedicated small-animal SPECT systems use
pinhole collimation. Introductions to the subject of pinhole
SPECT can be found in studies by King et al. (1), Meikle
et al. (2), and Beekman and van der Have (3).

To enable proper tomographic image reconstruction, pro-
jections of the object must be available from a sufficient
number of different angles. Most SPECT systems achieve this
by rotating either the detector or the object (4–9). Stationary
small-animal pinhole SPECT systems (10–13) avoid the need
for rotation by using detector set-ups that cover 360� and
many pinholes to provide a large number of angles under which
the animal is observed. These systems have fewer moving parts
and are, therefore, less prone to mechanical problems and the
need for time-consuming calibration procedures. They also
provide the advantage of enabling dynamic imaging with
arbitrarily short frame lengths (11,14,15). The full 360� cov-
erage, in combination with many focusing micropinholes and a
high magnification factor to maximize the information content
per photon, provides a reconstructed image resolution that can
be significantly better than that of state-of-the-art small-animal
PET (3,16).

The aim of our present work was to describe a dedicated
and user-friendly ultra-high-resolution multipinhole SPECT
scanner (U-SPECT-II; MILabs; Fig. 1A) suitable for dy-
namic imaging of small experimental animals such as rats
and mice. The system is equipped with unique tools to
maximize focusing capabilities and the associated sensitivity
when imaging a part of the animal. This and other new
features make U-SPECT-II a significant improvement over
its predecessor (U-SPECT-I) (12,14,17). In the present work,
we characterized the performance of U-SPECT-II on sensi-
tivity and resolution for different mouse and rat collimators
using phantom experiments. Animal scans demonstrate the
variety of unique imaging capabilities of the U-SPECT-II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

System Description
With U-SPECT-II, different multipinhole collimators, together

with shielding parts to prevent overlap, are easily exchangeable to
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facilitate optimal imaging for animals with different sizes, scanning
times, and tracer doses. The collimator tubes (diameters, 44 and 98
mm) are optimized for mouse- or rat-sized animals, respectively.
Except for an XYZ stage that moves the bed, the scanner is

stationary; that is, there is no need to move the collimator, detectors,
or animal when a specific organ that fits inside the field of view
(FOV) is being imaged. If a larger volume of interest is desired (e.g.,
in total-body imaging), then the animal bed is translated into 3
dimensions using the XYZ stage. For most cases, this translation can
be done quickly enough to still enable a combination of multiple-
position acquisitions and dynamic imaging at a time scale of tens of
seconds up to a few minutes. Large scintillation detectors that are
divided into nonoverlapping cameras are used, allowing a high
resolution and high sensitivity to be obtained at the same time. List-
mode acquisition provides flexibility in processing the data after-
ward, for example, for retrospective (multiple) gating, choice of
time frame length, and selection of energy windows for single- and
multiple-isotope imaging and scatter correction.

The collimators presented here all consist of a tungsten cylinder
with 5 rings of 15 pinhole apertures. Pinhole positions in each ring
are rotated with respect to the pinhole positions in adjacent rings, to
increase angular sampling of the object. All pinholes focus on a
single volume (i.e., the central FOV) in the center of the tube. The
collimators are surrounded with tungsten shielding that prevents
the projections on the detector from overlapping. The division of the
detector in mini-g-cameras can be determined by placing a bottle
with uniformly distributed activity that is larger than the FOV in the
collimator tube and acquiring the projection image (12).

Switches automatically distinguish which of the collimators
and beds are mounted, and the motion of the translation stage is
restricted to prevent collisions. The mounting mechanism of the
bed to the robot is made such that the bed is locked in place and
can be unlocked and transferred to another scanner, for example,
to a micro-CT scanner, while keeping the animal in position. This
approach (18,19), combined with a calibration phantom, can be
used to obtain registered images from independent imaging
modalities without the use of fiducial markers.

Before being moved into the scanner, the animal is placed between
3 optical cameras that acquire images from the 2 sides and from the
top (Fig. 1B). In the side and top views, users can select which area
(volume) needs to be scanned by moving sliders (Fig. 1C). The
software of the system then calculates the sequence of positions
necessary to acquire data from this volume and automatically moves
the animal through the focus during the acquisition, using this
sequence (17). The selection of the region of interest in the graphical
user interface (20) makes the system as a whole user-friendly.

Images were reconstructed using an ordered-subset algorithm
and a precalculated system matrix (16).

Table 1 compares features of U-SPECT-II with its predecessor,
U-SPECT-I. One notable difference is the much larger surface
area of the detectors. The other design parameters were chosen
such that the peak sensitivity and resolution were approximately
the same in U-SPECT-II as they were in U-SPECT-I. The FOV
seen in a single position is significantly larger, however, effec-
tively increasing the sensitivity in multiposition scans. Important
other differences include list-mode data availability, retrospective
dual-gating availability, and graphical user interface plus webcam-
based navigation of pinhole focus.

In U-SPECT-II, the signal of each individual photomultiplier
tube is digitized, and the electronics in the camera heads, together
with the device driver code in the acquisition computer, apply
linearity, energy, and uniformity correction. The detected events are

sent to the acquisition computer via a gigabit Ethernet connection
and stored in a list-mode format containing the horizontal and
vertical position (12 bits), energy, and a time stamp for each event.

FIGURE 1. (A) U-SPECT-II system. (B) Mouse observed with
3 optical cameras for ROI selection. (C) User interface for
selection of ROI, for example, a tumor. ROI 5 region of interest.
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The animal is moved stepwise through the pinhole focus during
acquisition. We developed a method to take the data from all bed
positions into account simultaneously during reconstruction. This is
an improvement over reconstructing each animal position separately
and subsequently stitching together partial reconstructions (17).

Performance Characterization
The sensitivity of the system along the axial and transaxial

directions was measured by scanning a 99mTc point source of known
activity through the center of the FOV.

The reconstructed spatial resolution was characterized by using
capillary resolution phantoms. For the testing of the mouse colli-
mator tubes (pinhole diameters, 0.35 and 0.6 mm), the capillary
diameters used in the 6 different segments were 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4,
0.5, and 0.6 mm, the distances between capillaries in a segment
equal to the capillary diameter within that segment. For the rat
collimator, the diameters were 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.2, and 1.5 mm.
The phantoms were scanned for 2 h with a 99mTc concentration of
600 MBq/mL. To compare the resolution performance of the system
for different isotopes, the small phantom was filled with a concen-
tration of 125I, 99mTc, and 111In (74 MBq/mL) and subsequently
scanned for 2 h in the 0.6-mm-pinhole mouse collimator.

Initial Animal Experiments
Animal studies were conducted following protocols approved by

the Animal Research Committee of the University Medical Center

Utrecht and the University of Ghent. To emulate either a propor-
tionally shorter scan time or a lower activity without having to scan
more animals, some of the datasets were reconstructed using the full
scan time and also 10%, or even 1%, of the counts from the list-mode
data. This method saves animals and allows a comparison of images
of different acquisition times or doses with the animal in the same
position.

Rat Bone Scan
A 279-g male Wistar rat was injected with 99mTc-hydroxy-

methylene diphosphonate (99mTc-HDP) (1,740 MBq) and anesthe-
tized with isoflurane anesthesia. At 3 h 20 min after radioligand
injection, the rat was imaged for 1 h in the U-SPECT-II scanner
using the 1.0-mm-diameter pinhole rat collimator tube.

Mouse Kidney Scan
A male 30-g C57BL/6 mouse was anesthetized with isoflurane

and injected intravenously with 99mTc-dimercaptosuccinic acid
(DMSA) (138 MBq). At 1 h after injection, the mouse was scanned
for 1 h in the U-SPECT-II scanner using the 0.35-mm-pinhole
mouse collimator tube. This scan was reconstructed both using all of
the data (100%) and using only 10% of the counts.

Mouse Tumor Imaging
A 27-g athymic mouse was inoculated to have a 0.5-g Capan-1

pancreatic tumor in the thigh. The animal was injected via the tail
vein with 22.2 MBq of 111In-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid

TABLE 1. Comparison of U-SPECT-I with U-SPECT-II

Parameter U-SPECT-I U-SPECT-II

Detectors
Crystal length · width · thickness (mm) 410 · 250 · 9.5 508 · 381 · 9.5

No. of detectors 3 3

No. of PMTs per detector 49 55
PMT readout method Analog, resistor network Each PMT signal digitized

Data collection Planar pixel image List-mode data

Pinhole collimator configuration

No. of rings and pinholes per ring 5 · 15 5 · 15
Mouse single-bed position FOV diameter (mm) 10.5 12

Mouse single-bed position FOV axial (mm) 5 7

Rat single-bed position FOV diameter (mm) N/A 27

Rat single-bed position FOV axial (mm) N/A 11
Mouse collimator bore diameter (mm) 39 44

Mouse radial position of pinholes (mm) 22 24

Rat collimator bore diameter (mm) N/A 98

Rat radial position of pinholes (mm) N/A 53
Mouse pinhole material and diameters (mm) Gold, 0.3, 0.6 Gold, 0.35, 0.6

Rat pinhole material and diameters (mm) N/A Tungsten, 0.7–1.5, gold optional

Mouse pinhole tube material Tungsten Tungsten
Mouse shielding tube material Lead Tungsten

Rat collimator tube material N/A Tungsten

General features

Mouse collimator, 0.6-mm-pinhole peak efficiency (%) 0.22 0.18
Mouse collimator, 0.35-mm-pinhole peak efficiency (%) 0.07 0.07

Rat collimator, 1.0-mm-pinhole peak efficiency (%) N/A 0.09

Gating possible No Yes, multiple

Dead time between measurements (s) 12 ,2
Dynamic sequence imaging Manual start Automatic

Coordination of scan sequence with acquisition Manual Automatic

GUI-based navigator available No Yes

PMTs 5 photomultiplier tubes; N/A 5 not applicable; GUI 5 graphical user interface.
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(DTPA)-14C5 (14C5 is a monoclonal antibody that is overexpressed
on the [pancreatic] tumor surface). At 4 d after injection (the
maximal uptake is at 72 h), the animal was anesthetized with
isoflurane and imaged for 30 min using the 0.6-mm-pinhole mouse
collimator. The animal was sacrificed afterward, and the tumor was
surgically removed.

RESULTS

Sensitivity Measurements

For 99mTc, the system sensitivity is shown in Table 2 for the
mouse collimator with 0.6- and 0.35-mm pinholes and for the
rat collimator with 1.0-mm pinholes. The values are ex-
pressed in counts per second (cps) per MBq for 99mTc and as
geometric efficiency (excluding capture efficiency and iso-
tope-specific photopeak prevalence).

Resolution Measurements

Figure 2 shows reconstructions of the capillary phantom to
demonstrate the spatial resolution. The top row in Figure 2
shows the maximum achievable resolution for each of the 3
collimators, using a 99mTc concentration of 600 MBq/mL.
The bottom row in Figure 2 shows the difference between the
isotopes 125I, 99mTc, and 111In in the mouse collimator with
0.6-mm pinholes. The concentration for the bottom row was
74 MBq/mL for each isotope, and the scan time was 2 h. The
smallest readily discernable rod sizes for the collimators in
the top row are 0.35, 0.4, and 0.8 mm. At least some of the
0.35-mm rods are still visible with the 0.6-mm pinholes, and
some of the 0.3-mm rods are visible with the 0.35-mm
pinholes. The rod visibility for 111In is slightly worse than
that for 99mTc. For 125I, the rod visibility is worse but still
around 0.5 mm. Because the resolution for 99mTc under these
conditions is about 0.45 mm, we estimate the resolution loss
due to the lower energy of 125I photons to be about 10%. For
125I, some additional distortion in the rods is observed.
Because the system was calibrated with a 99mTc point source
without correcting the system matrix for other isotopes, a
lower resolution could have been expected. The low photon
energy (125I) results in a poorer detector resolution and more
object scatter, and a higher energy (111In) results in more
penetration and collimator scatter.

Initial Animal Experiments

Rat Bone Scan. Rat HDP data were reconstructed using
100%, 10%, and 1% of the available counts, emulating an
injected activity of 1,740 MBq and scan times of approxi-
mately 60, 6, and 36 s, respectively. Alternatively, scan times
of 1 h and injected activities of approximately 1,740, 174, and

17 MBq were emulated. As in the case of the mouse bone
scan, the reconstructions were postsmoothed, with an in-
creasing gaussian kernel size to deal with the noise (kernel
full width at half maximum, 0.3, 0.66, and 1.43 mm).

Figure 3 shows maximum-intensity projections of the 3
reconstructions. The system sensitivity of the 1.0-mm rat
collimator tube lies between the sensitivities of the 0.6- and
0.35-mm mouse collimators. The size of the tube has been
designed to be more than twice as large as the mouse
collimator, at the cost of resolution. Relative to the size of
the animal, approximately the same level of anatomic detail
is visible in the mouse as is visible in the rat. The rat bone scan
was obtained with respiratory gating enabled (12 gates). A
movie showing the respiratory motion is available as Sup-
plemental Video 1 (supplemental materials are available
online only at http://jnm.snmjournals.org). In addition to
monitoring bone turnover, such images make it possible to
investigate body motion during respiration and to assess the
effect of (or even to correct for the unwanted effect of)
respiratory motion on the image sharpness.

Mouse Kidney Imaging. Figure 4 shows slices of a 99mTc-
DMSA image of the right kidney of the mouse. The slice
thickness is only 0.375 mm. The uptake in the cortex of the
kidney demonstrates the submillimeter resolution of the
instrument in this in vivo image. Supplemental Figure
1 shows the same study as the one shown in Figure 4, but
the image was reconstructed using only 10% of the recorded
photons. The use of 10% of the data emulates a scan time of
1 h with an injected activity of 13.8 MBq, or alternatively, a
scan time of 6 min with an injected activity of 138 MBq.
DMSA is retained for a long time in the cortex of the kidney,
especially in the tubules. The images show the distribution of
functioning kidney tissue. Such scans can be used to localize
defects in the parenchyma or to assess the relative contribu-
tion of each kidney, for example, the function of the left
versus the right kidney. The resolution in the presented
images is sufficient to assess function of tiny parts of mouse
kidneys.

Mouse 111In Tumor Imaging. Figure 5 shows that U-
SPECT-II delivers good resolution for the medium-energy
isotope 111In. Moreover, the tumor can be imaged in 2–4 bed
positions, enabled through the aforementioned dynamic list
mode and the step-and-shoot XYZ stage. The good agreement
with anatomic data is presented in the perpendicular slices
through the SPECT image volume (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION

We built a versatile SPECT system with an advanced user
interface that can be used for performing molecular imaging
in both mice and rats. The resolution of the U-SPECT-II
system, in an FOV that can be set in any part of a mouse
and for a large variety of imaging protocols, is unmatched
by any previous PET or commercial SPECT system. With
U-SPECT-II, it is possible to perform focused imaging,
studying only a single organ of interest at extremely high

TABLE 2. True Sensitivity (i.e., Nonoverlapping Projec-
tions)

Collimator

FOV sensitivity

(cps/MBq 99mTc)

FOV geometric

sensitivity (%)

Mouse, 0.6-mm pinhole 1,500 0.18

Mouse, 0.35-mm pinhole 525 0.07

Rat, 1.0-mm pinhole 700 0.09
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sensitivity and resolution and imaging larger volumes up to
total-body imaging, with a single collimator tube. It is possible
to improve significantly on the performance in specific cases
with collimator tubes dedicated to specific tasks. For example,
a dedicated collimator for extremities could have a much
smaller diameter and the same number of pinholes. The
resulting increase of sensitivity and magnification factor may
improve the resolution to about 0.1 mm for legs and possibly to
0.25 mm for the mouse brain. Another example is a dedicated
brain collimator for rats (21). However, the first improvements
may be possible by selecting the right pinhole diameter for a
specific study type.

The reconstructed image quality for short–scan time, low-
dose studies was estimated by using only a part of the
available counts from the list-mode data. An advantage of
this approach is that no experimental differences, such as
interanimal variability, influence the comparison, because
the data being used are from the same acquisition. The
simulation of lower activity by scaling the available list-
mode data underestimates the background component, which
should remain constant over any acquisition time. Thus, a
simulated low-count image will have a smaller background
component than will an image that was actually acquired. For
U-SPECT-II, the typical background counting rate in the

FIGURE 2. Capillary phantom recon-
structions, with slice thickness of 3 mm.
Top row shows reconstructions with dif-
ferent collimators with 99mTc (600 MBq/
mL, 2-h scan time): 0.35-mm-pinhole
mouse collimator (A), 0.6-mm-pinhole
mouse collimator (B), and 1.0-mm-pinhole
rat collimator (C). Smallest discernable
rod sizes were 0.35, 0.4, and 0.8 mm,
respectively. Bottom row shows recon-
structions with different isotopes—125I (D),
99mTc (E), and 111In (F)—and 0.6-mm-
pinhole mouse collimator (74 MBq/mL,
2-h scan time).

FIGURE 3. Maximum-intensi ty-
projection images of rat 99mTc-HDP
bone scan. Reconstruction used 100%
down to 1% of available counts from
list-mode data. Movie of gated recon-
struction is shown in Supplemental
Video 1.
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99mTc window is 50 cps for each of the 3 g-cameras, and a
medium- to high-count animal acquisition produces 10,000
cps in that window. If the counting rate was reduced to 10%
(i.e., 1,000 cps), we would be neglecting a background
counting rate of about 5% of the total counts.

Today, the advantages and disadvantages of using over-
lapping versus nonoverlapping projections are actively be-
ing researched at several laboratories worldwide. Overlap
increases system sensitivity, but one has to keep in mind that
this increase is artificial; a significant amount of information
per photon is lost because of the overlap. Therefore, sensi-
tivity cannot be compared between systems with overlap-
ping projections and systems with nonoverlapping
projections. Moreover, overlap can lead to increasing recon-
struction time due to the slow convergence of iterative
algorithms for these cases and completely misplace the
activity in the reconstruction when activity is present outside
the area that is sampled (22).

CONCLUSION

U-SPECT-II is a new, ultra-high-resolution small-animal
radiomolecular imaging system that allows the selection of

optimal collimators and FOV for different animals or imag-
ing tasks. In addition, there is retrospective setting of movie
frame length, gates, and energy channels. A volumetric
resolution of 0.04 mL has been obtained for 99mTc with the
highest-resolution collimators. Resolution was barely de-
graded for 111In and degraded by about 10% for 125I. The
results for 125I show some additional distortion.

As a result, the system assesses multiple tracer dynamics
in subcompartments of organs, as was illustrated by initial
in vivo images and movies with submillimeter details of
tracer uptake in rodent kidneys, tumors, and skeleton.
Significant improvements in the image quality of U-SPECT
can be expected when collimation parameters are optimized
for specific tasks. High-resolution g-detectors and collima-
tors tailored to a specific application (e.g., joints, brain, or
tumors) will play an important role in the future improve-
ment of U-SPECT.
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